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Concept-  

They said there will be a time when robots/computers will take over, and humans will 

become redundant in doing many jobs, which include computing and administration, but 

creative jobs will still stay safe with humans.  

Creative jobs definitely need human expertise. Well to start with, we proved them wrong. 

Red FM gave the world it’s first Artificial Intelligence Radio Jockey Robot Rashmi and set a 

new record by giving her a radio show of her own called Ask Rashmi. 

 

Objective- 

Rashmi the robot built by Ranchi based developer Ranjit Shrivastava, is the world’s first 

Hindi speaking realistic humanoid robot and India’s first lip-synching robot which also 

speaks Marathi, Bhojpuri along with English. We put her skills to good use by introducing 

her to the extra inquisitive clan of Indians, and that’s where the name of the show 

#AskRashmi came from.  

The show witnessed tremendous response with calls coming from across the nation. The 

questions were a mix of serious issues like pollution, traffic and development, and on the 

other hand there were funny, bizarre and wacky questions as well. But to the listeners 

surprise our RJ Robot Rashmi had even wackier replies. 

 

Execution- 

This one of a kind show that actually paved the way for future was a hit on air and on social 

media alike. The word of mouth for World’s First Artificial Intelligence was excellent and we 

had people actually visiting our office to have a glimpse of India’s First Humanoid Robot. The 

Joint Traffic Police commissioner of Delhi, Mr Alok Kumar visited Red FM Studios to meet 

Rashmi, post which a video featuring him, RJ Raunac and Robot Rashmi was posted on Delhi 

Traffic Police’s Official Facebook Page. 

Rashmi’s fame even charmed celebrity designer Dhruv Saxena who designed two chic 

dresses for World’s first Robot RJ. There was an on ground integration too, where Robot 

Rashmi visited Noida’s Great India Place Mall and the atrium was flooded by inquisitive mall 

visitors who had endless questions waiting for Rashmi. 

 



 

 

Apart from this, we even got a call from one of the most prestigious and renowned 

engineering institute of the world- IIT Delhi, to present our model in front of their Students. 

RJ Raunac along with Robot Rashmi, and her creator Ranjeet Srivastava, went to IIT and had 

a session with the students.  

Rashmi was a curious case even for IIT professors who made a special request to Red FM, to 

come back to IIT Campus with Rashmi after 5 years, so that they can analyze what 

advancement Indian Robotics has made by then.  

 

Audio Link-  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SUUY_hF_dgZI6f-hf5hKHNoxWizKLhCW 

 

Video Link  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdDHw7R7qXw 

Views- 2145218 (2 Million +) 
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